The nature of the trip, the destination and the personal care will be fully appreciated – as would
the participants – in a small group. It thus entails unique journeys with results far exceeding
expectations. It is a true once-in-a-lifetime experience with tangible results thanks to optimal
interaction with yourself, others and nature.

www.wyt.nl/leiderschapsreizen

the Personal Leadership Journey is made possible by
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The tax authorities have introduced customary work expenses policies.
The investment in trips such as these is 100% deductible.

‘Before you are a leader,
success is all about growing yourself.
When you become a leader,
success is also about growing others.’

Discover more! »

Personal Leadership

Are you ready for ..

Personal leadership is about giving direction

You (re)discover your own talents, your vision on

to your life, day in and day out. With clear

life, and further develop these.

principles and a clear vision at the base, and in

You develop more inner peace, vitality and energy

small groups of like-minded people, you will be

in your everyday life.

giving meaning to what matters most for you

You will learn how to increase the effectiveness of

personally and commercially. This allows you

your actions.

to get the very best out of others, too.

You learn to deal with your own and others’

This Personal Leadership Journey is a journey to the

.. more inspiration?
.. reflection and personal growth?

soul and mind. You will acquire new energy, strength

You face dilemmas and limiting beliefs.

and inspiration. The actual journey into impressive

Mind, body and soul learn to cooperate.

nature, a different culture, and the activities and

.. a challenge for your mind, body, and soul?

challenges will all stimulate a journey inward. The

What is your destination?

power of nature is an important reflection of the true

The program currently has three destinations:

power within you.

Slovenia, Iceland and Africa. Other destinations

Then the Personal Leadership Journey is the unique opportunity for you »

‘Those who look outside, dream ..

in the Netherlands, Europe and beyond are also

Increase your strength

optional. The carefully selected destinations

This is a journey in which you direct, say goodbye to

and activities will reinforce and entrench

limiting beliefs, but also enjoy everything to the fullest

inspiration and are sure to contribute

and celebrate your (future) success.

to a lasting transformation.

Want to know more? Inquire about the possibilities:
+31 (0)13 8000 223

Experiences ..

resistances.

.. reflection on what you really want?
.. a few days all to yourself in beautiful nature?

‘To travel is to look at yourself against a different backdrop’

info@explore.nl

For more information, go to www.wyt.nl/leiderschapsreizen

Rene: ‘A journey which has
allowed me to gain and claim
clearer insights and has pushed
my intellectual boundaries’

Thijs: ‘Extremely useful journey
of which I will be reaping
benefits forever’

Maud: ‘A truly remarkable experience
you’d want everyone to have!’

